YOUR D ONATIONS AT WORK:

SAVING HISTORY
How do your donations support the work of the SS United States Conservancy? They help keep the nation's greatest — and sole
remaining — ocean liner afloat until her future is secured. Thanks to you, we're building the world's largest collection of artifacts, art,
and historical documents from America's Flagship. They'll eventually be displayed in our future museum, which will highlight mid-century
modern art and design, 20th century industrial innovation, the transatlantic liner era, and of course, the unique story of the SS United
States. For now, we're planning our next temporary exhibition with the Norman Rockwell Museum: It will feature highlights from our
collection and art from renowned author-illustrator David Macaulay's forthcoming book about the SS United States.
Here are some highlights from our growing, permanent collection. Thank you so much for your continued support of our curatorial
programs and future exhibitions.

CAPTAIN’S QUARTERS
FURNITURE DONATION

SNOWFLAKE CRYSTAL MONTAGE BY
CHARLES TISSOT
A group of generous donors joined to support our purchase of the
signature wall panel by artist Charles Tissot. This glorious “Snow Flake
Crystal Montage” hung in the ship’s First Class private dining room.

“She's a great symbol of our country and a
part of American History. USA constructed!”
—Susan Alexander, Fresno, CA
(sailed July-August 1969)

Earlier this year, the Conservancy received
the complete set of furniture and other items
from the ship’s Captain’s Quarters, including
the Commodore’s desk, shelving, bed, nightstands, lamps, top secret safe, and a master
key to the entire vessel. The collection was
donated by Steve Williams, whose uncle
Melvin Williams had a passion for the
SS United States and collected the items
in the 1980s.

“As I've grown older, I have a greater appreciation, understanding, and
respect for the accomplishments of the people that came before us. I am
honored to support the Conservancy as a steadfast guardian of such an
important moment in our nation's history.” —Steve Williams, Revere, MA

CURATORIAL COLLECTION
“Our country has denuded its major passenger
transatlantic service as travellers fly by night
yet they do not appreciate the experience of
an ocean journey except for cruises. This
beauty deserves every rehabilitation as a
monument of the past to preserve what was
once the greatest American flag passenger
carrier that represented our prestige.”
—Norman Duncan, Ashburn, VA

RARE ALBERT DURANT PHOTO COLLECTION
The Mariners’ Museum and the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation donated
a unique collection of photos taken by Albert W. Durant aboard the ship
during its top secret trial runs in early 1952. Durant was Virginia’s first
black city-licensed photographer, and his images feature the Big U's
African-American crew members.

EMERGENCY LIFE RAFT
A rare and important emergency life raft was
received from supporter Terrence Mahoney. It
may well have been featured in the iconic B.J.
Nixon photograph of William Francis Gibbs in
which the ship’s designer admires his beloved
"Big Ship."

“We must save the SS United States. Thanks
to the Conservancy, a crown jewel that can
be found nowhere else on earth still remains
afloat. What a gift and a blessing. Thank
you for not blinking. Once I found her, I
never have.” —Chris Harwell, Tampa, FL

“It represents an era and a level of American
ingenuity that we need to recapture.”
—Darby Fleming, Freeport, ME
(sailed September 1968)

“The SS United States is truly an important part of our country's history.
My first cruise was on this ship. At the young age of 10, I knew then
there was nothing I'd rather do for the rest of my life than live on an
ocean liner! Things didn't quite turn out that way, but my lifelong love
of traveling is all due to that trip. When I see pictures of the ship now,
I'm sad because of how she has suffered, but I'm also proud that she
has survived for so long. She should be saved, because she is a symbol
of the strength and endurance that our country represents.”
—Dottie Matthews Waterreus of Orem, UT (sailed March 1969)

SERVEWARE
An insulated stainless steel
coffee carafe and a coffee
cup and plate of Lamberton
China, these are just a few
of the pieces of serveware
designed expressly for
United States Lines and
enjoyed by passengers on
board the SS United States.
The carafe was donated by
Katherine Neurohr and the
china by Susan Allen.

METAL
MODEL OF
THE SS
UNITED
STATES
A small model of
the SS United
States fashioned
out of metal,
donated by A.
Pierce Bounds.

